
 

CASTLE GIRLS LACROSSE ASSOCIATION 
Meeting Minutes 

1/21/2021 
 

Opening: 
This regular meeting of Castle Girls Lacrosse Association was called to order at 7:05pm on January 21st, 
2021 by Julye Harding. 
  
Board Members Present: 
 
Pieter Gilmour, Julie Harding, Leanne Collier, Dasha Daniels, Laura Belleau, Kristin Griffin, Melissa 
Counts, Jerry Collman. 
  
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Minutes approved virtually. 
  
OLD BUSINESS: 
Warm ups - Julye has all items for try ons. Need to finalize and distribute the form. Discussed whether all 
items would need to stay mandatory for this year. Jenni would prefer the shooting shirt to be mandatory 
for middle school. Proposed and voted on the following for HS and MS: mandatory shooting shirt, 
everything else options for this year. Vote passed. 
 
Julye will contact Misty about setting up Remind for MS. Jenni currently contacts kids through BAND. 

  

Melissa contacted middle school and is ready to send something to them. She will post a proposal of the 

message in the board BAND group. 

  

Spirit wear - chose a few options for apparel. Discussed yard signs ($20) and car decals ($8). Jerry will 

put together a form.  

  

Fundraisers - coming up: 

Butter Braids - can be delivered on Feb 23rd. Have to be turned in by Feb 15th. 

Cheese Balls  - local lady. We set our own price, but would need to confirm that they can be deliverable 

on the same day. Five flavors: Classical, Western, Mexican, Tropical, and Chocoholic. 

Kristin will find out cost on BB and CB, and we can figure out margin and breakdown. 
Potential: Fundraiser of the month / calendar. Maybe pizza / Turoni? 

  

Need to have the due paid by Feb 8th - first day of high school practices. May extend to the 12th to 

allow the turn of fundraisers. 
 
NEW BUSINESS: 
WCSC is not letting clubs use facilities this year. Anyone no sanctioned cannot be on school property. 
Options: front yard at the Armor, Redeemer Newburgh. Boys are 100% at Goeble.  
Long shots: Tudela field, Amex soccer fields, Friedman park, Harrison high school, Dunnigan YMCA.  
May reach out to the parents on BAND to see if anyone has any ideas or contacts that we can utilize. 
  



 

Cannot do concussion testing in person anymore. Will do the concussion testing at home on the 
computer via a link. 
  
Second parent meeting - Will ask Bob about Living Word, can do both meetings on the same day, one 
after another. Looking at 2/2 6pm for High School, 7-ish for MS. 
  
Will let everyone know where they can drop off money for fees. 
 
Adjournment  
Motion to adjourn at 9:46pm by Pieter. Second by Kristin. 
 


